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The purpose of the project was to implement safety modifications as recommended in the previously submitted 
“West 8th Avenue Traffic Study” performed by Digital Engineering (DE) in May 2018.

The scope of the project included the design of traffic calming features along the West 8th Avenue corridor 
and at the intersection of West 8th Avenue at South Harrison Street. The existing 20 foot wide asphalt roadway 
along West 8th Avenue at South Harrison Street was widened with asphalt to include an eight foot wide median 
refuge for pedestrians crossing West 8th Avenue from the St. Tammany Parish Hospital south side parking lots, 
to the Hospital itself. Once widened out and the median installed, the area was milled and overlaid. The median 
includes ADA Detectable Warning Surfaces and was tied into the existing sidewalks with a 24 inch thermoplastic 
striping, continental crosswalk. New center line striping was placed for the new geometry and new stop bars 
were placed at the approaches. Additional Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs) were placed in the 
median to assist the newly placed outside lane RRFBs. South Harrison Street received an asphalt widening to 
incorporate an additional right turn lane to alleviate the congestion that happens through the Hospital exiting 
during shift changes. South Harrison Street also received new lane line striping. DE assisted with the project 
bidding and construction administration.

The project challenges were making sure to design this small area to be able to encompass heavy vehicles that 
may make trips in the area to and from the Hospital.        
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